
Homework 6: Project Idea Proposals

The goal of this assignment is for you to develop and share ideas for your final projects. 
Projects are open-ended in order to give you the flexibility to be creative, with the 
primary constraints being that they should help people make sense of, manage, 
organize and/or find insights in large amounts of information; and, they should be iPad 
apps that you can finish by the end of the semester. Projects groups can range from 1-3 
people; we expect projects with more people to be correspondingly more developed and 
ambitious.

Some examples of projects could include ways of:

• Visualizing and enabling people to interact with a large data set in an interesting way
• Helping people manage and visualize their personal information
• Supporting information-seeking behavior online through new interfaces or interaction 

methods

While you are free to continue with the early themes of the course around maps and 
twitter, we strongly encourage you to explore new topics, data sets, and interaction 
paradigms. We are including a small set of datasets below to help you get started 
thinking of ideas; searching online will quickly turn up many more.

The goal of this homework (Homework 6) is for you to share initial project ideas with 
your classmates so that you can form project groups around your common interests.  
Next week (in Homework 7), your newly formed groups will submit mature project 
proposals.

Homework 6 is in two parts.  In part one, which is due on Monday 03/05 at 11PM, you 
will generate three different project idea descriptions.  Each idea description should be 
only 1 to 2 paragraphs in length.  In part two, which is due on Thursday 03/08 noon, 
the ideas you submit will be posted on the website, and you will have to leave feedback 
on one idea from at least three different people.  Note that your submissions for this 
assignment will be visible on the website.

We expect you to put just as much effort into this assignment as you have with the 
programming assignments.  In fact it is to your advantage to spend significant time 
thinking through and developing your initial ideas, as having a well formed idea is the 
best way to get constructive feedback from your peers.  In the process of discussing 
ideas with your classmates, you should also express any interests to one another in 
working together. We may also adjust our teaching schedule in the second half of the 
semester to focus more on topics that are relevant to the proposed student projects.
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Part 1 - Developing Project Idea Proposals - Due Monday @ 11 pm  
Generate three different ideas for final projects. The goal is to get you to think broadly 
and not get too attached to any one idea. Each idea should be 1-2 paragraphs long and 
clearly and succinctly describe:

1) The problem you are addressing
2) The data you will be using including a link to where that data is available (unless your 

users are generating the data themselves)
3) The methods you will be using or exploring to tackle the problem, and the insights 

and understanding you expect will result from using those methods.

It may also be useful for you to consider putting down your skill set, who else is already 
interested if anyone, and what other skill sets you need.

Formatting your ideas

For posting content to the course website, we use a Markdown based CMS.  Please 
format your idea descriptions in Markdown, using the template file we’ve provided 
(proj_description_template.mdown).  If you add complex content (for example 
embedded images), please make sure your submission looks the way you want it to.  
There are a several good and free Markdown viewers available that should fit your 
needs.  Make three copies of the template for each idea submission, and name them 

[your andrew id]1.mdown 
[your andrew id]2.mdown
[your andrew id]3.mdown

Any attachments you wish to link to (e.g. images) should be put in a folder called

[your andrew id]-attachments/ 

and should be linked to from that location.  Note that we aren’t encouraging the use of 
images in your submissions.  We want you to submit clear, simple, and concise idea 
descriptions.  However you may have an idea that is best expressed with a sketch or an 
attached image.  If this is the case, you’re free to embed them if you need to.

Submitting your project idea proposals

For this assignment, no need to use the Git repository.  Email Justin and Christian a 
zipped folder named [your andrew id ]_hw06.zip. 
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http://daringfireball.net/projects/markdown/
http://daringfireball.net/projects/markdown/


Part 2 - Leaving feedback - Due Thursday @ noon
Once we post the your ideas to the website, in part 2 you need to leave feedback (in the 
form of a discussion post) on three different project ideas (one idea from three different 
people).  You are welcome to leave comments on more than three ideas.  
 
Guidelines:

1) Be constructive in your feedback.  Tell them what you like, but also what you think the 
challenges are.  If you identify any challenges, try you share some ideas of how to 
overcome them. 

2) Help each other out.  If you happen to notice that someone hasn’t received any 
feedback on their ideas yet, try to help them in any way you can, even if it means 
more work for you.  

3) If you know of any references of examples or data that might be helpful to the person, 
please share them.

4) This is also a chance to express your interest in ideas to kickstart forming project 
teams, which will need to be finalized in Homework 7 (due the week after spring 
break).

5) Be polite.

Sample datasets and visualizations
Below are some sample datasets and inspirational links that you may want to use or 
may give you ideas for projects.

General collections of datasets:
Datasets reddit: http://www.reddit.com/r/datasets
Reddit post: http://www.reddit.com/r/programming/comments/akafp/
large_user_datasets_free_to_download_great_for
Data Wrangling post (400+): http://www.datawrangling.com/some-datasets-available-on-
the-web
Visual Analytics Benchmark Repository: http://hcil.cs.umd.edu/localphp/hcil/vast/
archive/viewbm.php
UCI KDD Archive: http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/summary.data.type.html
KDD Cup: http://www.sigkdd.org/kddcup/index.php
Jamie Callan (CMU): http://boston.lti.cs.cmu.edu/callan/Data/
Million-song dataset: http://arstechnica.com/web/news/2011/03/million-song-dataset-
take-it-its-free.ars?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=rss

Government Data:
http://www.data.gov/
http://www.city-data.com/
http://nycopendata.socrata.com/
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Inspirational links

Lots of Data Visualization:
http://fathom.info/
http://flowingdata.com/
http://www.bewitched.com/
http://fernandaviegas.com/
http://www-958.ibm.com/software/data/cognos/manyeyes/
http://blog.blprnt.com/selected-works
http://teaching.vargatron.com/dataVisSpring2011/?paged=7
http://www.visualcomplexity.com/
http://www.visualizing.org/
http://datavisualization.ch
http://www.smallmeans.com/new-york-times-infographics/

Personal Informatics / Quantified Self:
http://personalinformatics.org/
http://feltron.com
http://www.fitbit.com/
http://www.sparkvis.com/

Energy consumption: 
http://modi.mech.columbia.edu/nycenergy/

Money:
http://www.bewitched.com/marketmap.html
https://www.mint.com/

News and Politics:
http://boingboing.net/2011/12/07/money-is-the-dark-matter-of-am.html
http://www.readwriteweb.com/archives/5_ways_to_visualize_the_us_elections.php
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2012/02/13/us/politics/2013-budget-proposal-
graphic.html
http://www.visualnews.com/2011/02/14/visualizing-the-egypt-influence-network/

Social Networks:
http://www.visualcomplexity.com/vc/index.cfm?domain=Social%20Networks
http://socialmediatrader.com/10-amazing-visualizations-of-social-networks/
http://hci.stanford.edu/jheer/projects/vizster/
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